A well-known problem for web search is targeting search on information that satis es users' information needs. User queries tend to be short, and hence often ambiguous, which can lead to inappropriate results from general-purpose search engines. This has led to a number of methods for narrowing queries by adding information. This paper presents an alternative approach that aims to improve query results by using knowledge of a user's current activities to select search engines relevant t o their information needs, exploiting the proliferation of high-quality special-purpose search services. The paper introduces the prism source selection system and describes its approach. It then describes two initial experiments testing the system's methods.
INTRODUCTION
Typical search queries are short|often one or two w ords. These short queries are often ambiguous, resulting in poor results from general-purpose search engines when o -target results are returned. For the query \home sales," for example, the rst page of results for a recent query to AltaVista contained pointers to information on real estate, realtors and mortgages. This is useful information if the user is interested in the mechanics of selling a home, but not for an economist interested in economic indicators. If the context for the query is known to be that the user is writing a document on economics, it is possible to anticipate the type of result that will be useful and re ne the query accordingly. A common way to do this is to add additional search terms. Unfortunately, this places an added burden on the user, and it is sometimes di cult even for an expert to select the right query terms for the desired subset of information to be retrieved.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Specialized search resources, on the other hand, can provide coverage that is pre-focused. Many specialized search engines index a carefully-crafted set of resources, often handgathered to be relevant to a topic or audience. Thus if the interface can automatically select context-relevant search e ngines, the focus they provide can decrease the burden of generating focused queries. For example, if the interface can determine that the user is working on a paper in economics, it could use this information to generate a context description 2], and select a context-relevant specialized search engine, such as CNN nancial. Sending the \home sales" query there will yield results that an economist might w ant, such as information on changes in aggregate housing sales trends.
Given su cient bandwidth, it would be possible to skip the selection process, retrieve documents from many specialized search engines, and then lter the results according to user needs. However, that approach w ould destroy the bene ts of pre-focused document sets, requiring sophisticated on-the-y ltering to substitute for the careful preselection already done for specialized sources. (Taken to an extreme, this ltering approach would simply provide another general-purpose search engine.) Our approach e x a mines the hypothesis that source selection is a more tractable problem than document ltering: That it is possible to monitor the user's task context, automatically select a small set of on-point sources, and dispatch queries to those sources to provide more useful search results. This paper describes research on the source selection problem in the prism system, summarizing the system's methods and initial experimental results.
PERSPECTIVE
Prism's source selection approach relates to research o n both distributed searching and \just-in-time" searching. The rst distributed information systems grew out of distributed databases (such a s 7 ] ) , a n umberofwhich h a ve b e e n d e v eloped for the web 5, 8, 13] . These systems can route queries to a collection of sources, but depend on those sources to cooperate by providing indices or other data to a central distribution system, and require costly updating of central information as database contents change. Another alternative is a metasearch approach, such as rst taken by the MetaCrawler 11] , to access search engines without explicit cooperation by simply forwarding queries to them and collating the results. These systems ignore the di erences in coverage of topics by search engines they index, and bandwidth constraints limit the number of search engines that can be queried. SavvySearch 3], ProFusion 4], and Q-Pilot 12] use arti cial intelligence techniques to select search e ngines based on the queries they are given. However, these systems are still limited to a relatively small number of search engines, and do not address the problem of ambiguous queries. Systems such as Apple's Sherlock and TheBigHub.com provide categorized lists of specialized search engines, relying on the user to select the right sources.
Recent research has introduced just-in-time information retrieval systems, which attempt to anticipate user information needs, based on a task context inferred from user behavior. The Remembrance Agent monitors what users type in a text editor and sends related queries to local databases and the web 10], the Lumiere project monitors user behavior in Microsoft O ce to predict user questions 6], and the Watson system 2] monitors the use of applications to generate context-relevant queries for general search engines.
Prism combines distributed and just-in-time searching to leverage the advantages of both. Its central claims are that distributed searching can be more e ective if it is guided by contextual information, such as the task information gathered by just-in-time retrieval sources, and that just-in-time information systems can bene t from strategic access to a larger selection of information sources.
Research o n c o n text-based automatic source selection must address three issues. The rst is context extraction and representation: how to determine and describe the query context. The second is source characterization and selection: how to describe sources to support decisions about source relevance and enable e ective access. To enable good coverage, the process for characterizing sources must be simple, quick, and robust, without relying on explicit cooperation from the sources. The third is selectivity: how to recognize when the available specialized sources are insu cient. The following sections discuss how these issues are addressed by prism.
PRISM'S DESIGN
Context extraction: To determine the context of queries, Prism uses the context-extraction framework in the Watson system (for details on Watson's methods, see 2]). In the combined system of Watson and prism, Watson monitors user activities in standard applications such a s w ord processors, uses heuristics to identify relevant content areas, and provides prism with context information. Prism determines appropriate information sources, formulates queries to those sources, sends o those queries, and passes on their results to the user. Typically the query is input by the user, but Prism can also derive a context description automatically from a user-selected document and search for relevant pages.
Source characterization: Prism's \specialized search engines" include both pages whose purpose is to search topicspeci c material, and medium-to large-sized web sites with internal search services (e.g., the Microsoft web site). Prism characterizes the \topic" of a search engine with a weighted term vector. This vector is generated from limited quantities of easily-accessible data: Keywords are automatically gathered from a source's \about" or \FAQ" pages if these are not available the main page for the source is used. This information is augmented with keywords from META t a g s , if available.
Because each source is di erent, a wrapper must be used to format queries and interpret the results. Methods for automatic wrapper generation (e.g. to fully automate this process, so some human assistance is needed to create and verify wrappers. However, this burden may be alleviated as services begin to publish wrappers for search engines. For example, Apple's Sherlock s e a r c hing system uses XML-style plugins to encode wrapper information 9], and MacOS includes plugins for some popular search engines several independent parties have published lists of Sherlock plugins. Prism currently represents sources using enhanced Sherlock plugins. Because Sherlock plugins are meant to be used with manual source selection, they do not include the topic and query type information needed for automatic source selection, so Prism adds several tags to each plugin for this information. Prism can gather topic information automatically, but information about query types is gathered manually from an \about" or \help" page, or determined by giving the search engine trial queries of di erent types and lengths to observe results.
Source Selection and Selectivity: The search e n g i n e representations are stored and accessed by an information retrieval system within prism. This system uses the standard information retrieval metrics of tfidf and cosine similarity. When a query and context are provided to prism, the context is used as a query to the internal system, which selects search engines covering similar topics. If no search engines match su ciently or the query is provided without context, prism forwards the query to a xed set of generalpurpose search engines. Figure 1 shows prism retrieving suggestions for a query in an automatically derived context.
EVALUATION
Our initial tests of the approach focused on two questions: (1) Is source selection su ciently precise to avoid degrading performance with bad source choices?, and (2) Does use of specialized sources improve results for queries in their content areas?
Experiment 1
The rst experiment studied whether topic-speci c sources could be selected automatically with high precision, test- ing the quality o f prism's internal IR process for search e ngine representations, based on queries derived automatically from documents.
Method:
Prism was con gured to use 10 search engines, ve for the topic of computer science, and ve from other topics. 20 papers from computer science and 20 web pages on random topics were given to the system and a tally was kept of the number of times each search engine was selected. The required level of match depended on a similarity threshold, which w as varied to determine the e ects of making the system more or less likely to pick topic-speci c search engines.
Results:
When the context was based on viewing computer science papers with prism's default settings, computer science engines were selected 14 times, and a distractor engine was picked only once. When the context was based on viewing random (non-CS) pages, computer science engines were selected six times and other search engines were selected seven times. Figure 2 shows the number of search engines selected for computer science pages at di erent similarity levels. The \correct" line indicates computer science engines, and the \incorrect" line indicates distractor engines. Figure 3 shows the number of search engines selected for random pages at various similarity thresholds. Performance with computer science papers as context is encouraging: For lenient threshold settings, many computer science search engines were selected but few distractors. As the threshold is raised, computer science engines are still selected frequently, but distractor engines cease to be a factor. For non-CS queries, the number of false positives was initially surprising, but because the specialized engines were split evenly between CS and non-CS engines, the false positive rate was actually what would be expected if none of the speci c search engines were relevant, and the choice of speci c engines were random. As more engines are added to the database, covering a wider range of topics, the tfidf method used by prism to calculate keyword weighting will decrease the weights of common terms such as \system", reducing the similarity l e v els for unrelated search engines.
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Experiment 2
Experiment 2 examined whether speci c sources return better results than general search engines, assuming that correct speci c search engines are always chosen. Intuitively, \correct" topic-focused search engines would be expected to give better results than general-purpose search engines, but it is possible that the extremely large databases of generalpurpose search engines would counterbalance that advantage.
Method:
The three speci c sources selected most frequently in experiment 1 (CiteSeer, Cora, and the Indiana University C S techreport index) were compared to two popular general search engines, Google and AltaVista. Five v olunteers submitted computer science papers they had written. Queries were automatically generated from these papers and submitted to each of the ve search engines. The responses given by the ve search engines were placed in random order and given to the volunteers to rate on a ve-point scale for usefulness.
Results:
E ectiveness of the speci c search engines varied depending on the subject. For four of the ve subjects, at least one speci c engine produced better results than the general engines, but the relative scores of the speci c engines changed dramatically for di erent subjects. Google fared surprisingly well, with scores always higher than AltaVista. In the overall average, Google fared better than two of the three speci c search engines. Table 1 summarizes the usefulness rankings for each search engine. Google and the rst speci c engine, CiteSeer, measured signi cantly better than AltaVista (at the .05 level) the other di erences were not statistically signi cant. For one subject (Subject 5), results from the speci c search engines were dramatically better than the general search engines.
Discussion
The quality of search engine responses varied widely in our tests. However, using research papers as context, on average the results of one of the speci c search engines, CiteSeer, slightly surpassed Google, the general search engine with the best performance. Two of the subjects commented that they found some very good resources during this experiment, which they will now use as references for future research. Upon investigation, it was found that all of these references came from the speci c search engines.
Overall performance
Experiments 1 and 2 separately examine prism's precision in selecting specialized sources, and how specialized sources a ect the quality o f p r o vided information. The key question concerns their combination: Would prism as a whole be successful in the task for experiment 2 ? To address this question, each o f t h e v e papers was given to prism as context to examine the usefulness of retrieved results. For each paper, only one search engine matched su ciently to satisfy the default threshold setting in four of the ve cases the selected engine performed well for that paper, scoring an average of 3.2 on the usefulness measure, which was better than the average for any individual search engine. For the remaining paper, prism incorrectly picked a distractor search engine. However, this paper covered the topic of abstract logic, and none of the search engines|general or speci c|fared well u s i n g i t a s a n i n p u t .
CONCLUSION
This paper presents ongoing research on context-based selection of specialized web information sources. Our approach aims to provide on-point information by u s i n g a d escription of the user's task context, extracted by monitoring user behavior, to predict the type of information likely to be of interest, and then dispatching search queries to specialpurpose search engines tailored towards the user's particular needs. We h a ve conducted two initial experiments to examine the bene ts of this approach. The rst suggests that prism's methods can select specialized search engines with high precision, and the second that the use of specialized search engines can improve results for queries in their content areas. We are now adding additional search engine descriptions to prism to increase its range of topic areas in preparation for a larger-scale evaluation.
